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ABSTRACT: The Marksheet Analyzer is flexible for generating progress mark sheet of students. This system is mainly 

based in the database technology and the credit based grading system (CBGS). The system is targeted to small 

enterprises, schools, colleges and universities. It can produce sophisticated ready-to-use mark sheet, which could be 

created and will be ready to print. Marksheet Analyzer system can be used in universities to automate the distribution of 

digitally verifiable mark-sheets of students. The project aims at developing a marksheet Analyzer system which can be 

used in school, college to automate the digitally verifiable student result mark sheets. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 

Today’s World is computer world. In each and every field computer is used maintain record and reducing work load. In 

this Marksheet Creation the user can login the login page and also entered the student’s records of marks and save the 

entries in database. Only principle and class teacher have authority to modify or delete the result .And also class teacher 

have to export and print result and view the result .This system provides the facility to automatically calculate the total 

marks of student and convert it into the percentage and with help of grad system grad is applied to the given percentage. 

 

II.TECHNICAL METHODS 

Grad System : 

When teacher insert the marks of student then, after that process the next process is to generate the result of class and 

divisionwise, and for that result we use  grad system, this grad system automatically apply the grades to marks range and 

the final result is generated with the help of all student detail and marks detail. 

 

TRADITIONAL SYSTEM 

 

 To carry out literature survey on existing system  

 In schools, college, institute and universities teacher first of all insert the student mark manually 

 After inserting the marks  of student then they generate the result format and print the final result. 

 And then they distribute that result in student. 

 This process occur lots of time to show the student result to result. 

 In our system manage we manage that distribution time with digital print of result. 

 In our system teacher first insert the marks of student then programmatically result is generated with the help of 

grad system. 

 After marks insertion result is generate and that digitally created result is not need to distribute to student, In our 

system student have login to access their result. 

 

IV.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In our system manage we manage that distribution time with digital print of result.In our system teacher first insert the 

marks of student then programmatically result is generated with the help of grad system. After marks insertion result is 

generate and that digitally created result is not need to distribute to student, In our system student have login to access their 

result. 
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In Mark sheet analyzer we will see result without enrollment number. Only with the help of roll number we view all  

result up to 3 years. In this project calculate the student marks, total, average, grade. Also we calculate the all department 

result and also we display the topper student list of each department. 

Grad System : 

 

This grad system manage all the marks range. When teacher insert mark then programmatically this system observe the 

marks and then decide the related grad to that particular mark range. This grad system apply to all subject mark, total mark 

and average mark also. 

 

V.RESULTS 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Login Page 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Staff List Page 
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Figure 3: Class List Page 

 

 

Figure 4: Student Page 

 

Figure 5: Mark Page : 
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Figure 6: Result Page 

 

 

Figure 7: Final Result in PDF 

 

VI.CONCLUSION 

A simple and efficient system has been developed that solves the problem under study. Card payment system security helps 

to solve the shoulder surfing attack and offers a simple solution to avoid the shoulder attack problem. 
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